BRILLIANT OPTICS. AMAZING DESIGN.

THE FUTURE IS IN SIGHT:

Increase in video meetings in 2020\(^1\) 400%

Growth of UC meetings with video from 2019 to 2020\(^2\) 274%

11% Information workers who rarely or never use video in meetings\(^3\)

71% Information workers who use video at least once a day\(^1\)

ADVANTAGES OF RALLY BAR

- **Superior Audio and Video**: A video bar engineered for midsize rooms, featuring a motorized PTZ lens, adaptive beamforming mics, support for two displays, and room-filling sound.

- **Flexible Deployment Options**: Run meetings in appliance mode without a computer for Microsoft Teams, Zoom, GoTo, Pexip, or RingCentral. Or, connect to a computer or laptop and use with any software.

- **Simple Setup and Cable Management**: Place on a table or credenza, or add a wall or TV mount for a sleek space-saving set-up. Integrated cable management keeps connections tight.

- **Easy to monitor, manage, and support**: Stay informed and ahead with Logitech Sync. Monitor status, push firmware updates, and gain insights with metrics like people count.

MAKE EVERYONE LOOK AMAZING.

Contact me today to learn more about Logitech Rally Bar.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
Joe Freistuhler
Logitech Product Manager
jfreistuhler@jenne.com

Source:
\(^1\) Revolutionize the Meeting Experience with Polyure All-in-one video Conferencing Bars, Frost & Sullivan, January 2021
\(^2\) Collaboration Success in the Hybrid Work Environment, Recon Research, October 2020
\(^3\) Recon Research, June 2020

Medium room solution with Logitech Tap for Microsoft Teams Rooms. Other video appliances and PC-based configurations also available.